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§ 2.01 Introduction*

Ballots for the 2018 midterm elections included a variety of measures to regulate energy and mineral development. Some measures dealt with the development of natural resources directly and others dealt with the impacts of such development. For example, in Colorado voters considered a new oil and gas setback requirement of 2,500 feet.¹ Montanans voted on a measure to prohibit the permitting of new hardrock mines unless their reclamation plans avoid the need for perpetual treatment.² Alaska voters considered new permitting requirements for development to increase protection of salmon,³ and in Florida, voters saw a proposed ban on offshore drilling.⁴ Voters in Washington State considered two natural resources-related measures: an advisory vote on whether to repeal an oil spill tax⁵ and an initiative to impose a carbon emissions fee.⁶

Almost all these measures failed to win voter approval. This chapter will review some of the statewide ballot measures. In so doing, it will consider the question of whether there are any new lessons to learn from this latest spate of initiatives or whether efforts simply plowed familiar ground. Section 2.02 briefly will address the origins of ballot measures in the United States, followed by a discussion of some of the common characteristics of natural resources-related measures. Section 2.03 will review key measures that voters rejected in the 2018 elections and highlight some of the reasons for their defeat. Section 2.04 will examine how measures in Colorado and Washington State moved from the ballot to the legislature, with mixed results. Section 2.05 will delve into the initiatives that succeeded. One was a direct and immediate limitation on oil and gas development in Florida,
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and one was an indirect and future limitation on fossil fuels in Nevada in favor of renewable energy. Section 2.06 describes some of industry’s efforts to affect the outcomes of such measures by addressing the economic and environmental issues generally, rather than with respect to any specific initiative. It will also touch on some project-specific efforts to court the public. Finally, § 2.07 will offer some thoughts on what this latest round of measures may signal for the future.

§ 2.02 Background on Natural Resources Ballot Initiatives

Much has been written about citizens’ abilities to legislate directly through both direct and indirect ballot initiatives. Voters in 24 states may avail themselves of this form of “direct democracy.” These practices date back to the Populist and Progressive eras, with South Dakota being the first state to adopt such a provision in 1898. Debates about the pros and cons of initiatives abound. This chapter does not enter that fray, but instead surveys the natural resources landscape of the 2018 election cycle and offers some observations about how and why most measures failed, a few succeeded, and others lived to see another day.

With respect to initiatives regarding natural resources development, there are some familiar patterns. Industry far outspent proponents of measures seeking to restrict development and provide greater environmental protections. Researchers have disagreed about whether money can buy outcomes. Most research concludes that though money cannot buy victory, it does seem to help with defeat. In other words, this “asymmetric effect of campaign spending may enable [business] groups to defend a status quo

---


10 For analysis of earlier natural resources-related measures, see generally James D. Linxwiler, “Voter Initiatives: Mineral Development and the Will of the People,” 59 Rocky Mt. Min. L. Inst. 15-1 (2013); Burke, supra note 9.

policy against an energetic challenge.” At least one study, however, challenges the conventional wisdom that spending in support and in opposition have asymmetric effects on the outcomes of ballot initiatives. That is, the level of funding may influence both success and failure. Thus, it is important to continue to examine the spending patterns.

As is typical, proponents focused on clean air and clean water and holding industry accountable for the damage it inflicts on the environment and more generally the harm to the public’s health, safety, and welfare. Opponents focused on the value of development to the economy and the likelihood that increased regulation would lead to higher costs for consumers and job losses for employees. They also argued that existing laws were sufficiently protective of the environment and the public’s health, safety, and welfare. When asked to shift the existing balance between health, safety, and welfare and economic development, voters regularly decline. Overall, industry’s economic arguments consistently carry the day.

These victories for industry occur notwithstanding the fact that the economies in these states are much more diversified than industry would have the voting public believe. Even in Montana, where the state motto is “Gold and Silver,” mining accounts for no more than 6% of the state’s economy. This perception of the dominance of the energy and mineral industry—deemed “cowboy economics”—perpetuates the story that excessive environmental regulation is strangling the economies of the Mountain West, for example. Two researchers from the University of Montana instead tell a story of “post-cowboy economics” in which they “argue that not only is the story inaccurate in saying that environmental law detrimentally affects the region’s economy, but environmental law actually ‘enhances welfare and protects the very source of economic vitality that the Mountain West enjoys.’” Yet voters often are unwilling to take the risks that the economy and their own wallets will suffer.

Initiatives usually arise because voters have grown weary of waiting for legislators to make changes in existing laws. As one author describes
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direct democracy, it is a system “[of] last resort: a democratic safety valve. It provides—as we shall argue—a means of rebooting the political hard disk. If all else fails, we turn off the computer and restart it. The same is true for politics.”\textsuperscript{17} Even though there may be enough political will to place issues on the ballot when voters are dissatisfied with their elected officials’ action or inaction, voters are still risk averse in terms of making what they view as complex decisions through ballot measures. Some would argue that most of these measures failed to receive voter approval because they would increase the cost of energy while at the same time reducing reliability. Others would say that these matters are just too complex to be tackled at the ballot box. Instead, the legislators are best suited to hammer out the details of climate policies, for example.\textsuperscript{18} Both of these rationales likely are true. Because these issues are complex, voters may be influenced by industry’s constant refrain that proponents have gone “too far.” Industry can bombard voters with its opposing messages, and “when voters are uncertain about the likely policy consequences of a ballot proposition, they tend to vote against it.”\textsuperscript{19} Confused voters choose the status quo rather than risk making a bad decision. Even when initiatives fail, however, they send powerful messages to regulators and elected officials and can lead them to act.\textsuperscript{20} But as discussed below in § 2.04[1], industry may have been better off allowing the voters in Colorado to change the setback limits because the Colorado legislature far exceeded the reforms that proponents sought through the initiative.

§ 2.03[1] Representative Examples of Losing Battles

As has been the case in past elections, most statewide natural resources-related ballot measures failed in the 2018 election cycle. This discussion will examine statewide measures in Arizona, Alaska, and Montana. It will review arguments for and against the measures, spending on campaigns, and any aspects of the campaigns that distinguish them from other efforts.


Arizona Proposition 127, a proposed constitutional amendment, would have required that 50% of the state’s electricity come from renewable sources by 2030.\textsuperscript{21} Arizona only derived 6% of its energy from solar power

\textsuperscript{17}Qvortrup, supra note 8, at 8.


\textsuperscript{19}Lupia & Matsusaka, supra note 11, at 471.

\textsuperscript{20}See id.

in 2018, making this goal a particularly ambitious one, even in the sunny state. Almost 70% of Arizona voters rejected the measure. This defeat is interesting primarily because it mirrors Nevada Question 6, discussed below in § 2.05[2], which was successful.

There are several notable differences in the contexts in which voters in Arizona and Nevada considered their renewable portfolio standards. Foremost is the fact that four industry-backed political action committees (PACs) opposed Proposition 127. Pinnacle West Capital Corporation, the parent of Arizona’s largest utility, Arizona Public Service Company (APS), established the Arizonans for Affordable Electricity PAC. The three other industry-backed PACs formed in opposition were Vote No Arizona, Southern Arizonans for Responsible Energy, and Responsible Energy for Mohave County. The Navajo Nation’s Save Native American Families also joined the opposition. Together, these PACs raised almost $42 million to oppose the measure. NextGen Climate Action (NextGen) backed the Clean Energy for a Healthy Arizona campaign, which supported the proposition. This PAC raised over $24 million, with most of the funds coming from NextGen. NextGen raised a remarkable sum in favor of the proposition, yet industry’s contributions still dwarfed the proponents’ funds. Proposition 127 was the most expensive campaign for a ballot initiative in Arizona’s history.

Another difference between Nevada and Arizona was that in Arizona, opponents said that the measure would increase the cost of electricity because the utilities would have to build new solar and wind farms and prematurely close the state’s coal plants and its one nuclear plant. Arizonans for Affordable Electricity claimed that the measure would cost

---
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households an additional $1,000 per year in energy expenses.\textsuperscript{30} Opponents also unabashedly displayed their contempt for NextGen’s support of the initiative. NextGen’s founder is California billionaire Tom Steyer.\textsuperscript{31} As the leader of Arizonans for Affordable Electricity explained, “Arizonans prefer to choose our own energy future rather than have it dictated to us by out-of-state special interests.”\textsuperscript{32}

Another reason cited by opponents for not supporting the measure was that a constitutional amendment would remove the flexibility and discretion of the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) to adjust the standard over time.\textsuperscript{33} The current standard requires 15% of the state’s power to come from renewable energy by 2025.\textsuperscript{34} Commissioners of the ACC have proposed a standard of 50% by 2028 and also a standard of 80% by 2050.\textsuperscript{35} Thus, this proposition may have been premature or it may have been what was needed to nudge the commissioners in the “right” direction. Environment Arizona, another supporter of Proposition 127, said it would keep working on these issues with elected officials, regulators, utilities, and the people of Arizona.\textsuperscript{36}


Alaska Ballot Measure 1 was designed to create additional protection for the habitats of wild salmon and other fish and wildlife.\textsuperscript{37} Ballot Measure 1 would have established new standards and requirements for any projects or activities affecting bodies of water related to the activity of anadromous fish.\textsuperscript{38} The measure would have required public comment periods for major projects\textsuperscript{39} and added other regulatory steps for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game before it could permit any activity that affected the habitat.\textsuperscript{40}


\textsuperscript{31}See Mark Shtrakhman, “NextGen Climate Action Committee,” \textit{FactCheck.org} (Apr. 20, 2018).

\textsuperscript{32}Randazzo, \textit{supra} note 27.

\textsuperscript{33}Id.

\textsuperscript{34}Ariz. Admin. Code § 14-2-1804(B).

\textsuperscript{35}See Tom Sylvia, “Arizona’s Got a New RPS Proposal and This One Might Be for Real,” \textit{pv magazine} (Feb. 12, 2019).


\textsuperscript{37}Alaska Ballot Measure 1, “Salmon Habitat Protections and Permits Initiative” (2018).
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\textsuperscript{39}Id. § 4.

\textsuperscript{40}E.g., id. § 5.
Natural resources development dominates Alaska’s economy, with fluid and solid minerals accounting for nearly 20% of the state’s gross domestic product (GDP). Rounding out the top five industry sectors for nearly 68% of the state’s GDP are government spending, transportation (mostly pipelines), real estate, and healthcare. Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting represent just over 1% of the state’s GDP. Interestingly, natural resources development amounts to only 4% of total employment in the state. That employment is still almost double the employment in agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting.\textsuperscript{41} It is against that backdrop that the voters rejected Ballot Measure 1.

Yes for Salmon—Yes on 1 was the primary PAC supporting the measure.\textsuperscript{42} Supporters cited the importance of the salmon fishing industry to Alaska’s economy.\textsuperscript{43} They hoped that this measure would block projects like the Pebble Mine.\textsuperscript{44} The measure also would have created more regulatory hurdles for smaller projects.\textsuperscript{45} Supporters said the current law was ambiguous and vulnerable to political manipulation, and thus these changes were necessary to provide adequate protection of habitat.\textsuperscript{46}

Shrewd marketing for the opposition’s PAC led to the moniker, Stand for Alaska—Vote No on One.\textsuperscript{47} Opponents of the measure said that it would create project delays, increase costs, and ultimately prevent some development—all to the detriment of the state.\textsuperscript{48} They believed that the measure was designed to fix a nonexistent problem. The existing law and regulations were sufficiently protective of the environment, opponents argued, allowing responsible natural resource development to proceed.\textsuperscript{49}


\textsuperscript{44}See Margaret Kriz Hobson, “Salmon Initiative Draws a Powerful Foe: Oil, Mining Money,” E&E News (Oct. 26, 2018).

\textsuperscript{45}Alaska Ballot Measure 1, § 6.


\textsuperscript{48}See Alex DeMarban, “Ballot Measure Meant to Boost Salmon Protections Loses Decisively,” Anchorage Daily News (Nov. 6, 2018).

§ 2.03[2]  Ballot Measures  2-9

was not a “habitat protector”; it was a “job killer.” The initiative came at a time when the mining and oil industries were planning bold new projects in Alaska. At a state legislative hearing one oil industry executive testified that this measure would slow development significantly and just lead to an abundance of litigation.

On its way to the ballot, there was one significant legal challenge to the measure. The lieutenant governor refused to certify the proposed measure because he reasoned that the measure would affect appropriation of state assets in violation of the state constitution. The Alaska Supreme Court agreed that some provisions unconstitutionally encroached upon the authority of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game as delegated to it by the state legislature. The supreme court reversed the judgement of the superior court upholding the measure, but the supreme court found the offending provisions to be severable. It thus remanded the matter to the superior court for it to direct the lieutenant governor to sever those provisions and place the remaining ones on the ballot. Notwithstanding having survived a legal challenge before the election, the measure failed with 62% of the voters casting a ballot against it.

What factors led to the measure’s defeat? As explained above, natural resources account for a large percentage of Alaska’s economy. Also, Alaska consistently votes Republican, and nationally in 2018 the mining and oil and gas industries gave around 90% of their political contributions to Republicans and their PACs. Industry outspent proponents of Ballot Measure 1 by a ratio of 6 to 1, spending more than $11.5 million on the campaign. Six major oil and mining companies contributed $1 million

---
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53 Id. at 160.
54 Id. at 167.
55 Id. at 176–77.
56 Id. at 177.
each to defeat the measure. Supporters raised almost $2 million. Supporters said that even though they lost the battle, they had been successful in starting a statewide discussion about the need for stronger protections for salmon habitat. As one supporter cleverly said: “Salmon now have a seat at the table, they’re no longer just on the platter.”

[3] Montanans Trying to Block Mining with Perpetual Reclamation

Montanans considered Initiative No. 186 (I-186) to establish new requirements for permits and reclamation plans of new hardrock mines. Perhaps the most significant part of this measure would have required the Montana Department of Environmental Quality “to deny a permit for any new hardrock mines in Montana unless the reclamation plan provides clear and convincing evidence that the mine will not require perpetual treatment of water polluted by acid mine drainage or other contaminants.”

The arguments here were familiar. Supporters sought greater environmental protection and financial assurances so that taxpayers would not have to pay for cleanups. “[E]nvironmental analyses have determined with increasing certainty that many (and maybe most) new hardrock mines in sulfide rock will require continuous management to prevent perpetual water quality degradation.” And treatment is expensive. Montana has a well-documented case of a bankrupt mining company leaving federal and state taxpayers responsible for the cleanup. The Zortman-Landusky Mine in Montana began operations in the 1970s and went bankrupt in 1999. The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) estimated in 2004 that the cost of the mine cleanup would exceed the company’s

---
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financial assurances by $27.4 million.\textsuperscript{69} The Bureau of Land Management also estimated that an additional $18 million would be needed for perpetual water treatment.\textsuperscript{70} In 2018 it was reported that “state and federal agencies have poured $77 million into healing this injured landscape. The state of Montana alone has contributed $32 million to the effort.”\textsuperscript{71}

Opponents argued that current laws and regulations are sufficiently protective of the environment\textsuperscript{72} and that the measure would mean loss of jobs and diversion of investments to other states.\textsuperscript{73} Opponents cautioned against using examples such as the Zortman-Landusky Mine to justify the initiative. As one explained: “I-186 won’t fix any of the historic mining water pollution that has plagued our state. It may stop new well-regulated mines from opening.”\textsuperscript{74}

Montana’s motto is “Oro y Plata,” which means “Gold and Silver.”\textsuperscript{75} Yet mining accounts for just over 6\% of the state’s GDP, approximately 5\% of wages, and 2\% of employment.\textsuperscript{76} Even so, Republican state legislators considered calling a special session to address the “flawed” I-186.\textsuperscript{77} A special session of the legislature was not necessary to stop the measure, however, as 56\% of the voters opposed it. As expected, industry opponents greatly outspent the supporters. The Stop I-186 to Protect Miners and Jobs PAC reported a total of almost $5.3 million in cash contributions.\textsuperscript{78} The YES for Responsible Mining PAC raised just over $1.5 million.\textsuperscript{79}

What was somewhat unusual in Montana was the public rancor between the two camps. For example, supporters asked television stations to pull

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 44 tbl.9.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 57.
\textsuperscript{71} Karl Puckett, “Fort Belknap Backs State in Bad Actor Case over Zortman-Landusky Pollution,” \textit{Great Falls Trib.} (Sept. 13, 2018).
\textsuperscript{72} See, e.g., John Blodgett, “Commissioners Formally Oppose Mining Ballot Initiative,” \textit{Western News} (May 22, 2018) (“The resolution notes that Montana already has ‘some of the most stringent mining permit requirements in the world.’”).
\textsuperscript{73} See Wright, \textit{supra} note 65.
\textsuperscript{79} Id.
one of the ads in opposition. They argued that the ad falsely stated that the initiative would mean “zero future mines.” Opponents said the ad was not false. They said it was clear that what they deemed ambiguous language would allow proponents of the measure and their allies to stop future mining in Montana. A few weeks before voting began supporters of the initiative also filed a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, charging that Sandfire Resources Inc., a non-U.S. company, was illegally financing the opposition. The next day opponents filed a complaint with the Montana Commissioner of Political Practices alleging that supporters sent illegal text messages with false information. Nothing came of either complaint.

§ 2.04 If at First You Don’t Succeed, Should You Try Again . . . in the Legislature?

Though most ballot measures concerning natural resources development have failed, some are revived in future election cycles and some find their way to state lawmakers. While ballot initiatives often arise because elected officials have not been responsive, elected bodies change and those changes can be accompanied by the will to move these measures through the legislatures. Such was the case in Colorado and Washington after the 2018 elections. As discussed below, Colorado passed legislation, while Washington’s legislation has stalled.

[1] Coloradans Establishing Setback Requirements for Oil and Gas Development

In November 2018, 55% of Colorado voters rejected Proposition 112, an initiative to set new minimum distance requirements for new oil and gas development. This measure primarily would have established a new setback requirement of at least 2,500 feet for oil and gas development from occupied structures or any location designated as a “vulnerable area.” Local governments and the state also would have had the authority to increase the distance from occupied structures or vulnerable areas.

80 Mike Dennison, “Battle over I-186, the Mining/Water-Treatment Measure, Hits $3 Million,” KBZK.com (Oct. 3, 2018).
81 Id.
83 Id.
85 Id. (adding Colo. Rev. Stat. § 34-60-131(3)).
86 Id. (adding Colo. Rev. Stat. § 34-60-131(4)).
Vulnerable areas included playgrounds, sports fields, amphitheaters, parks, open space, drinking water sources, waterways, and “any additional vulnerable areas designated by the state or a local government.”

Proposition 112 represents an apparent clash between development of oil and gas and residential development. Colorado is among the top five natural gas producing states in the country. It is also home to the fourth-largest U.S. oil field based on proved reserves—the Wattenberg Field. Wattenberg is located mostly in Weld County, which is just north of Denver, and 89% of Colorado’s oil production in 2018 occurred in that county. Population growth in the Denver area has led to more residential development in Weld County and increasing complaints about noise and pollution. Residents were also concerned about possible explosions following a 2017 fatal explosion in a residential area of Weld County that was caused by a leak from a nearby gas well.

It is in this context that Colorado Rising led the campaign in support of Proposition 112. The campaign took aim at both the industry and the regulator. It was critical of industry for what it characterized as “blatant disregard for public health and safety.” The group also criticized the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) for not providing appropriate oversight of the industry. Supporters said the initiative would “bring long-sought sanity to neighborhoods throughout the state, bolstering the health and safety of thousands living above or on the edge of Colorado’s increasingly industrialized energy landscape.” Colorado Rising raised $1.2 million for the campaign.

---

87 Id. (adding Colo. Rev. Stat. § 34-60-131(2)(c)).
91 Id.
Not surprisingly, the oil and gas industry waged a substantial campaign against the measure, dwarfing the financial contributions of the supporters. Protect Colorado led the campaign in opposition and raised $37.8 million in 2018. Its stated mission is to support responsible development and oppose initiatives to limit or ban development, including hydraulic fracturing. Opponents described the measure as “a job-gutting attack on Colorado’s economy . . . . It will deprive cities and towns of millions of dollars in tax revenues and rob thousands of mineral rights owners access to their underground property.” Yet even though Colorado is a leader in the oil and gas industry, energy and mineral development account for only 3.5% of Colorado’s GDP.

What is somewhat surprising, however, is what happened after the voters rejected the measure in November 2018. In December 2018 the COGCC made certain changes that effectively increased setback limits for schools and child care centers. Though the minimum setback remained 1,000 feet, the COGCC changed the definition of “school facility” to include the grounds and those grounds over which the school has control. It also added child care centers, which include their grounds, to the setback rule.

The Colorado Supreme Court then decided COGCC v. Martinez in January 2019, which undoubtedly reinvigorated the legislative efforts of environmental groups, including supporters of Proposition 112. This

---

96 See Colo. Sec’y of State, Campaign Financial Summary for Protect Colorado (2018), http://tracer.sos.colorado.gov/PublicSite/SearchPages/CommitteeSearch.aspx (search “Protecting Colorado”). Note that Protect Colorado also made contributions to other PACs, so it did not use all these funds to oppose Proposition 112.

97 Aguilar, supra note 94.


100 Id. § 404-1:100 (“SCHOOL FACILITY means any discrete facility or area, whether indoor or outdoor, associated with a school, that students use commonly as part of their curriculum or extracurricular activities. A school facility is either adjacent to or owned by the school or school governing body, and the school or school governing body has the legal right to use the school facility at its discretion.”).

101 Id. (“CHILD CARE CENTER means a child care center as defined in § 26-6-102(5), C.R.S., that is in operation at the time of the pre-application notice pursuant to Rule 305.a.(4). A child care center will include any associated outdoor play areas adjacent to or directly accessible from the center and is fenced or has natural barriers, such as hedges or stationary walls, at least four (4) feet high demarcating its boundary.”).

102 Id. § 404-1:604(a)(6).

103 2019 CO 3, 433 P.3d 22.

case arose when youth activists petitioned the COGCC to promulgate a rule that

would have precluded the [COGCC] from issuing any permits for the drilling of an oil and gas well "unless the best available science demonstrates, and an independent, third-party organization confirms, that drilling can occur in a manner that does not cumulatively, with other actions, impair Colorado's atmosphere, water, wildlife, and land resources, does not adversely impact human health, and does not contribute to climate change."\(^{105}\)

The COGCC declined to engage in the proposed rulemaking, reasoning in part that doing so would exceed its authority under the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Act.\(^ {106}\) The supreme court upheld the COGCC’s decision, finding that it could not adopt such a rule under the Act.\(^ {107}\) The court determined that the Act does not authorize the COGCC "to condition one legislative priority (here, oil and gas development) on another (here, the protection of public health and the environment)."\(^ {108}\) Thus, even if the COGCC wanted to make regulatory changes to be more protective of the environment and the public’s health, safety, and welfare, the Act constrained its ability to do so. Statutory changes would be necessary to empower and direct the COGCC to achieve such goals.

Following the supreme court’s decision, the Colorado legislature took its cue and acted swiftly. With the 2018 election, Democrats regained control of the Colorado Senate and maintained control of the House and the gubernatorial seat.\(^ {109}\) Thus, the Democrats had the opportunity to bring back measures from the Democrat-led House that the Republican-led Senate had killed in recent years, such as efforts to give local governments more control over oil and gas development.\(^ {110}\)

Accordingly, in April 2019, the legislature passed, and the governor signed into law, Senate Bill 19-181.\(^ {111}\) The legislation fundamentally changes the mission of the COGCC. Rather than “foster” development “in a manner consistent with” protecting the environment, the COGCC is now to “regulate” development “in a manner that protects” the environment.\(^ {112}\) The environment is now the COGCC’s chief concern in regulating oil and

\(^{105}\) COGCC v. Martinez, 2019 CO 3, ¶ 2.

\(^{106}\) Id. ¶ 9; see Colo. Rev. Stat. §§ 34-60-101 to -131.

\(^{107}\) COGCC v. Martinez, 2019 CO 3, ¶ 50.

\(^{108}\) Id.


\(^{110}\) Id.

\(^{111}\) 2019 Colo. Legis. Serv. ch. 120 (effective Apr. 16, 2019).

\(^{112}\) Id. § 6 (amending Colo. Rev. Stat. § 34-60-102(1)(a)(I)).
gas development. The law also imposes new requirements for oil and gas development, \textsuperscript{113} revamps the permitting process, \textsuperscript{114} and grants new powers to local governments. \textsuperscript{115} It will take some time for the COGCC to promulgate regulations to implement the changes; they are comprehensive. \textsuperscript{116}

An ad hoc group of opponents of the new law submitted Initiatives 64–67 to the Colorado Legislative Council before the law even passed. \textsuperscript{117} One current and one former official from the two counties with the highest oil and gas production in Colorado—Arapahoe and Weld—led the offensive. \textsuperscript{118} These initiatives were designed to repeal the new law. \textsuperscript{119} The Legislative Council denied the petitions for all four initiatives in April 2019 on the grounds that each of them did not constitute a “single subject.” \textsuperscript{120} Thus, they are not on the ballot for 2019. This group has decided not to pursue further efforts to overturn the law in 2019. \textsuperscript{121} One of the sponsors said, however, that he was “fairly confident” that regulators and local governments would not act reasonably or rationally, and thus the group would be forced to file an initiative again. \textsuperscript{122}

[2] **Washingtonians Aspiring to Set a Carbon Fee**

Washington State’s Initiative Measure No. 1631 (I-1631), \textsuperscript{123} the carbon emissions fee measure, is the second consecutive attempt in the state to levy a fee on carbon emissions. In 2016, 59% of the voters rejected a similar measure, Initiative Measure No. 732. After the measure was defeated in 2016, the state legislature took up the matter. The House bill died in March

\textsuperscript{113} E.g., id. § 3 (amending Colo. Rev. Stat. § 25-7-109 to direct the COGCC to adopt emissions control regulations for oil and gas activities).

\textsuperscript{114} E.g., id. § 12 (amending Colo. Rev. Stat. § 34-60-106 to require proof in all applications for permits to drill that the operator also has filed an application with the appropriate local government).

\textsuperscript{115} Id. § 4 (amending Colo. Rev. Stat. § 29-20-104).

\textsuperscript{116} See COGCC, “SB 19-181 Rulemaking Update” (Aug. 1, 2019).


\textsuperscript{118} See Richard Nemec, “Efforts to Repeal New Colorado Oil, Gas Law Halted,” Shale Daily (May 1, 2019).

\textsuperscript{119} See Richard Nemec, “Proposed Colorado Ballot Measure Designed to Repeal Expected Oil, Gas Reform Bill,” Shale Daily (Mar. 27, 2019).

\textsuperscript{120} See Colo. Sec’y of State, supra note 117.

\textsuperscript{121} See Nemec, supra note 118.

\textsuperscript{122} Id.

2018 after the Senate rejected it. Some may have thought that the third time would be the charm with the initiative on the ballot in 2018. In 2018, the percentage voting “no” on the ballot measure was down to 57%, but it was still a resounding “no.”

The primary PAC that supported the measure was Clean Air Clean Energy. The measure would have created a tax of $15 per metric ton of carbon, beginning in 2020. The tax would have increased $2 per year until 2035 when it would have reached $45 per metric ton, adjusted for inflation. The revenue would have been used for three types of investments: 70% for clean air and clean energy, 25% for clean water and healthy forest, and 5% for healthy communities. The Western States Petroleum Association opposed the measure through its PAC, No on 1631. The PAC leaned on arguments about economic harm to families, farmers, and small businesses:

The risks posed by climate change are real, but I-1631’s new, unfair energy tax is a deeply flawed approach to climate policy for our state. It would force Washington families, farmers, small businesses and consumers to pay billions in higher energy costs – while exempting many of our state’s largest polluters, and providing no specific plan or accountability for spending billions in taxpayer dollars.

The Seattle Times estimated that for a family with two cars in Bellevue, Washington, for example, the tax would have been $240 in 2020 and increased each year through 2035. The campaign against I-1631 raised almost $32 million; proponents raised more than $16 million.

The director of the Nature Conservancy in Washington, a major backer of the measure, said that the battle over the carbon fee was not over. He said that there were champions in the legislature who would keep working on the issue. In February 2019 Democratic Senator Steve Hobbs introduced a transportation measure, Senate Bill 5971, which included a carbon
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fee.  132 That bill stalled in spring 2019 after a committee hearing. The legislature did pass Senate Bill 5116, the “clean energy” measure, however.  133 The governor signed into law the requirement that the state’s energy supply be carbon-neutral by 2030 and carbon-free by 2045.  134

However, the multiple failures at the ballot box and in the legislature to establish a carbon fee “underscore the difficulties in mustering enough political support—even in Washington, a stronghold of the environmental movement where Gov. Jay Inslee has made the issue a priority . . . . ”  135 There is no indication if or when supporters will revive their efforts for a carbon tax in Washington. Will the fifth time be the charm?

§ 2.05 Two Outright Winners

Only two statewide natural resources-related ballot measures in the 2018 election cycle were successful, one in Florida and one in Nevada. Florida voters decided to ban offshore drilling, and voters in Nevada decided to increase the state’s renewable energy standard. Questions arise with these victories. Are these unicorns; that is, unique circumstances? Are they canaries in the veritable coal mine—a sign of things to come? Are they hope for a future in which supporters deliver persuasive messages despite being outspent many times over by industry? This section discusses several factors that made the winning outcomes more probable.

[1] Floridians Banning Offshore Drilling

Florida voters approved by almost 70% Amendment 9,  136 a constitutional ban on offshore oil and gas drilling, as well as a ban on vaping in enclosed indoor workplaces. The path to the ballot in Florida is unique. The state of Florida has a 37-member Constitution Revision Commission (CRC), which meets every 20 years to consider changes to the state’s constitution.  137 The CRC voted to place the measure on the ballot.  138 Under Florida law, the CRC directly proposes to the voters its recommended changes to the constitution.  139 In other states with constitutional revision
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136Fla. Amendment 9, “Ban Offshore Oil and Gas Drilling and Ban Vaping in Enclosed Indoor Workplaces Amendment” (2018).
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committees, the commission makes its recommendations to the legislature, not the voters.\footnote{See, e.g., N.M. Const. art. XIX, § 1.}

Interestingly, there were no PACs registered as either opposing or supporting the amendment, though there was opposition. Opponents did not challenge the substance but rather the form of the proposed amendment. The amendment drew two types of criticism. First, critics argued that the two issues proposed together represented an absurd combination and that they should have been addressed separately. The argument for the combination was that they were both issues concerning the environment. Others were critical of the amendment because they did not believe that the measures should become a part of the state's constitution; instead they believed that the legislature should address the issue.\footnote{See Maureen Kenyon, “Vote Yes or No on Amendment 9? Here’s What 6 Florida Newspapers Recommend,” Treasure Coast Palm (Oct. 24, 2019).}

Interestingly, this measure has led to renewed effort to abolish the CRC. Criticisms of the body include that its members are not elected and that they are deciding legislative rather than constitutional matters.\footnote{See James Call, “Bipartisan Group of Florida Senators Vote to Abolish Constitution Revision Commission ‘Star Chamber,’” Tallahassee Dem. (Sept. 17, 2019).}

Nonetheless, support for banning offshore oil and gas drilling was widespread. This support for the ban comes in the context of a long history of opposition to drilling off the coast of Florida.\footnote{See Edward A. Fitzgerald, “The Seaweed Rebellion: Florida’s Experience with Offshore Energy Development,” 18 J. Land Use & Envtl. L. 1 (2002) (chronicling the controversy from the presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt through that of George W. Bush).} And Florida already had statutory provisions banning drilling in state waters.\footnote{Fla. Stat. § 377.242(1)(a).} This amendment also arose against the backdrop of somewhat mercurial federal policy.

In 2017, President Donald Trump signed an executive order directing the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) to revisit the Obama administration’s 2017–2022 leasing program for offshore oil and gas drilling in the Arctic, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans.\footnote{Exec. Order No. 13,795, § 3(a), 82 Fed. Reg. 20,815 (Apr. 28, 2017).} The Obama administration’s plan did not include sales for the Pacific or Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf (OCS). Following Trump’s order, then-Secretary of the Interior Ryan Zinke directed the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) to develop a new national OCS program for 2019–2024.\footnote{Secretarial Order No. 3350, § 4(a)(1) (May 1, 2017).}

Notwithstanding his directive to BOEM, when Zinke met with Florida Governor Rick Scott he stated: “I support the governor’s position that
Florida is unique and its coasts are heavily reliant on tourism as an economic driver.”\(^{147}\) But less than three months later during a discussion with the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Zinke said that though Florida was not included in the draft program, a final decision had not been made. BOEM would release the final proposal in fall 2018, according to Zinke.\(^{148}\)

In the face of federal regulatory uncertainty, Floridians got to work and amended their constitution to cement the prohibition on drilling in state waters. On the federal level, some of Florida’s congressional delegation also are fighting to keep development out of federal waters off the coast of Florida. Democratic Representatives Darren Soto and Kathy Castor and Republican Representatives Vern Buchanan and Francis Rooney, and then-Senator Bill Nelson (a Democrat), have all voiced opposition to development off the coast of Florida.\(^{149}\) Moreover, House members representing coastal states introduced seven bills at the beginning of 2019 to prohibit offshore drilling and seismic testing in the waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf of Mexico.\(^{150}\)

In April 2019, Joe Balash, Assistant Secretary for Land and Minerals Management at DOI, said that the agency still had not decided whether to have any lease sales off the coast of Florida.\(^{151}\) The comment period on the proposed program ended in March 2018.\(^{152}\) BOEM received over two million comments. Balash said that he hoped the next iteration of the national OCS program for 2019–2024 would be released in 2019.\(^{153}\) As of this writing, BOEM has not released a new program.


\(^{153}\) Lunney, \textit{supra} note 151.

Over 59% of the voters in Nevada approved Question 6\textsuperscript{154} to amend its constitution and require the state to obtain half of its electricity from renewable sources by 2030. The state’s standard at that time required it to obtain 25% of its electricity from renewable sources by 2025.\textsuperscript{155} Under the Nevada Constitution, the voters must approve any proposed constitutional amendment twice,\textsuperscript{156} so they normally would have had to approve the measure again in 2020 before it became law. However, in April 2019 the Nevada legislature passed, and Democratic Governor Steve Sisolak signed, Senate Bill 358 to require the state to obtain 50% of its electricity from renewable sources by 2030, giving effect to Question 6.\textsuperscript{157}

This victory for proponents is interesting for several reasons. For one, Nevada’s largest utility, NV Energy, did not oppose the measure.\textsuperscript{158} It had already committed to expanding its renewable energy capacity.\textsuperscript{159} The Coalition of Energy Users led the opposition, stressing loss of jobs and increased energy costs.\textsuperscript{160} Its campaign was anemic, however. Also notable is the fact that this win comes after then-Governor Brian Sandoval, a Republican, vetoed a bill in 2017, Assembly Bill 206 (AB 206). AB 206 would have required the state to obtain only 40% of its electricity through renewable energy by 2030.\textsuperscript{161} “In vetoing the higher renewable standard, Sandoval said he would support the measure under different circumstances. ‘Although the promise of AB206 is commendable, its adoption is premature in the face of evolving energy policy in Nevada,’ he said.”\textsuperscript{162} Also worthy of note is the fact that an almost identical measure failed in


\textsuperscript{156}Nev. Const. art. 19, § 2, cl. 4.


\textsuperscript{160}See NOon6, “Question 6 Will Cause Energy Costs to Skyrocket and Harm Nevada’s Economy,” https://noquestion6.com/ (paid for by Coalition of Energy Users).

\textsuperscript{161}See A. 206, 79th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Nev. vetoed June 16, 2017). It should also be noted that Assembly Bill 206 was reintroduced in the 2019 legislative session, but no action was taken. See A. 206*, 80th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Nev. 2019).

another sunny state: Arizona.\textsuperscript{163} NextGen poured millions of dollars into both campaigns,\textsuperscript{164} yet only Nevada’s succeeded, having faced no industry opposition.

\textsection{2.06 Industry’s Proactive Approach}

This section will provide examples of some of industry’s proactive approaches to educate the public on the value of natural resources development. It also will examine the approaches of specific projects to sway public opinion. Several studies of the public’s perception of the natural gas industry in Texas confirm what could be considered two paradoxical phenomena.\textsuperscript{165} The first conclusion is that the public mistrusts the industry and dislikes certain social and environmental consequences believed to be associated with development.\textsuperscript{166} At the same time, the public appreciates and views “less negatively” the economic and other benefits associated with development.\textsuperscript{167} The researchers made the following recommendations based upon their study:

\begin{quote}
[T]he energy industry must do a better job of recognizing and addressing earnestly the perceived negative social and environmental consequences associated with development. Concomitantly, the energy industry must do a better job of educating the general public about its low-impact technologies and other environmentally friendly drilling systems which substantially reduce adverse impacts in the social and environmental arenas. Funding and promoting informational and educational programs at the local level on the advances in environmentally friendly drilling practices may be an effective strategy for operators to address some of the public (mis)perceptions about the energy industry.\textsuperscript{168}
\end{quote}

This study also highlights the importance of transparency between industry and all relevant stakeholders. The researchers argue that industry must inform stakeholders about the potentially negative social and environmental impacts of development. At the same time, stakeholders must communicate their fears and anxiety with each other and with industry.

\textsuperscript{163}See § 2.03[1], supra.


\textsuperscript{166}Theodori & Jackson-Smith, supra note 165, at 5.

\textsuperscript{167}Id.

\textsuperscript{168}Id. (citation omitted).
Government officials then must work with industry to minimize the objective—as opposed to perceived—negative social and environmental consequences of development.169 The following discussion examines some of ways in which industry may be aligned with these research findings and recommendations. While industry expended great effort to extol the virtues of natural resources development, discussions of the risks and associated negative impacts has yet to materialize.

[1] General Outreach

Perhaps no industry efforts to influence the regulatory, political, and cultural landscape have been greater, more successful, or more widely written about than those of brothers David and Charles Koch of Koch Industries.170 They have influenced the country’s attitudes towards fossil fuels through lobbying, think tanks, university centers, PACs, and political donations. The focus of these efforts has been carbon and climate change.171 Koch Industries sponsors Americans for Prosperity, which spreads its message through grassroots outreach.172 It also finances a public relations group for fossil fuels, Fueling U.S. Forward. This group has sponsored and sent delegates to events for black audiences—such as a gospel music concert, the National Black Political Convention, and Blacks in Government in Atlanta—to influence them as voters.173

Though perhaps the most influential of industry players, the Koch brothers are not alone in their efforts to win in the court of public opinion. Harold Hamm and his company, Continental Resources, Inc. (Continental), also have enjoyed some success in shaping how the public views fossil fuels. Continental led a successful public relations campaign entitled “Miracle of American Oil,” with Congress and the media as the target audiences.174 The campaign had three objectives:

169 Id.


• Showcase the benefits of America’s oil and natural gas renaissance.
• Change the vernacular from fracking to horizontal drilling.
• Propel crude oil exports to the top of the U.S. policy agenda.\n
Hamm launched this campaign in 2013 at a kick-off dinner in Washington, D.C., with oil industry executives and journalists. The campaign won the Public Relations Society of America’s “Silver Anvil Award” in 2014. More significantly, in 2015 Congress voted to lift the ban on oil exports, and President Barack Obama signed the legislation into law, 40 years after the ban was enacted.

[2] Project-Specific Campaigns

In addition to industry’s general campaigns to try to influence the public outside of the voting context, companies have developed comprehensive project-specific campaigns. Two examples include campaigns for the Pebble Mine in Alaska and the Jordan Cove Project in Oregon. Several ballot initiatives have targeted the Pebble Mine over the years. Pebble Limited Partnership has had an extensive public relations campaign and yet the project has been controversial since the initial proposal more than a decade ago. The company has produced numerous videos, podcasts, and newsletters in attempts to educate the public and dampen opposition to the project. Despite these efforts, regulatory hurdles remain, and opposition remains fierce. In 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a “proposed determination” to restrict dredged or fill material from the Pebble Mine. While the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) is the permitting authority for the discharge of dredged or fill
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\[179\] See Linxwiler, supra note 10, at 15-10 to 15-20 (analyzing five “anti-Pebble” initiatives).


\[184\] See Proposed Determination to Restrict the Use of an Area as a Disposal Site; Pebble Deposit Area, Southwest Alaska, 79 Fed. Reg. 42,314 (July 21, 2014) (notice of availability and public hearing).
material,\textsuperscript{185} EPA effectively has “veto” power under the Clean Water Act.\textsuperscript{186} In July 2019, EPA withdrew that proposed determination at the direction of its general counsel.\textsuperscript{187} Environmental groups sued, arguing that the withdrawal was arbitrary and capricious.\textsuperscript{188} EPA then sought and obtained an extension from the Corps until February 2020 to make its determination.\textsuperscript{189} Both EPA and DOI have found the Corps’ environmental analysis to be materially flawed.\textsuperscript{190}

Jordan Cove is a proposed LNG export terminal and pipeline in southern Oregon. The proponent of this project is trying to tell a compelling story about the terminal and pipeline\textsuperscript{191} and has 49 videos on YouTube.\textsuperscript{192} But these efforts may not be enough to sway the citizens of Oregon. One commentator deemed the proponent’s public relations efforts as “malpractice.”\textsuperscript{193} He wrote: “The Jordan Cove Pipeline faces widespread opposition. They didn’t give people a reason to support the Pipeline, and they ran smack into NIMBY. Now they are playing catch up.”\textsuperscript{194} The State of Oregon is not yet a fan of the project either. It filed 250 pages of comments in response the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s draft environmental impact statement.\textsuperscript{195}

It is difficult to assess whether these campaigns have been successful given the opposition that remains. One cannot determine how ardent or widespread the opposition would be in the absence of such efforts. They

\textsuperscript{185} 33 U.S.C. § 1344(a).
\textsuperscript{186} Id. § 1344(c); 40 C.F.R. § 231.1(a).
\textsuperscript{187} See News Release, “EPA Withdraws Outdated, Preemptive Proposed Determination to Restrict Use of the Pebble Deposit Area as a Disposal Site” (July 30, 2019); see also 84 Fed. Reg. 45,749 (Aug. 30, 2019).
\textsuperscript{190} See Letter from Chris Hladick, EPA Reg’l Adm’r, to Shane McCoy, Program Mgr., Reg. Div., Corps, Alaska Dist. (July 1, 2019); Letter from Philip Johnson, DOI Reg’l Envtl. Officer for Alaska, to Shane McCoy, Program Mgr., Reg. Div., Corps, Alaska Dist. (July 1, 2019).
\textsuperscript{192} See https://www.youtube.com/ (search “Jordan Cove Project”).
\textsuperscript{193} Peter Sage, “Jordan Cove Pipeline: Public Relations Malpractice,” Up Close, with Peter Sage (June 27, 2019).
\textsuperscript{194} Id.
may be necessary—yet not sufficient—conditions for extinguishing public
outcries over development of natural resources projects.

§ 2.07 Conclusion

The major ballot initiatives in 2018 related to energy and mineral devel-
opment presented mixed results. Some followed well-developed themes,
leading to typical outcomes, while others deviated from the usual path.
Many of the campaigns set new fundraising records in their respective
states. Proponents have yet to even approach the amounts raised by oppo-
nents. Even though most of these measures failed at the ballot box, they
have succeeded in bringing important issues into public discourse. They
also have influenced state regulators and legislatures, as well as industry.
Thus, while it may appear that there is very little that is new under the sun,
there may be something old we do not know or understand.\footnote{See Juanita Rose Violini, \textit{Almanac of the Infamous, the Incredible, and the Ignored} 278 (2009) (quoting Ambrose Bierce, “There is nothing new under the sun but there are lots of old things we don't know.”).}